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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

After the writer studies the novel The Last House Guest by using intrinsic and 

extrrinsic elements, the writer has a conclusion, that is:      

1. After the writer  analyzes of the characters using the telling method and 

showing   method. The writer analyzes the main character in the novel, Avery 

Greer who has several characters, namely clever, responsible, curious, and alert. 

besides the main character, the writer also analyzes other characters used to 

strengthen the main character and is important in the characterization of the main 

character including Parker Loman as someone who is an alcoholic, cunning and 

coward person and the last character, Detective Collins is someone who is a liar 

and a bad-tempered person. 

2. The writer analyzes the plot and settings in the novel The Last House 

Guest. The plot consists of five parts, namely exposition, complications, crisis, 

falling action, and resolution. These five sections are completely contained in the 

novel while for the setting, the writer analyzes three setting theories namely 

Setting as the background of the action, Setting as the antagonist, and Setting as 

the revealing character which can be concluded that novel The Last House Guest 

is set at Blue Robbin and Loman's guest house as Setting as background for the 

action, Sea Rose, kitchen, Loman's guesthouse, and Bathroom in Blue Robbin as 

Setting as antagonist and last setting is Loman's guesthouse as setting as revealing 

character. 

3. In this novel, there are five dimensions of curiosity, namely Joyous 

Exploration, Deprivation sensitivity, Stress tolerance, Social Curiosity, and Thrill-

Seeking. All dimensions truly reflect Avery's character in the investigation of the 

mystery of Sadie's death. Then Avery turn into revenge because the Loman 

Family pays her grandmother in return for Avery’s parents.  The cause of Avery's 

parents' death is due to a car accident with Parker but Parker hides it. Detective 

Collins kills Sadie because he wants to protect himself. After all, Sadie wants to 

reveal the secret that is hidden by them. Avery wants the Loman family to pay for 

what they have done after the evidence is gathered one by one. Avery gives 

evidence to the police and Parker is imprisoned. 

4. Based on the Plot in chapter 3 that The writer has analyzed, it can be 

concluded that there are two themes in this novel, the first is the dimension of 

curiosity. The second is revenge. not only theoretical elements but also about 

how the process of Avery's curiosity in the mystery of Sadie's death, Avery 

manages to find evidence through a five-dimensional process of curiosity during 

the investigations Loman guest house then  Avery turns into revenge after she 
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finds several pieces of evidence that the Loman family pays Avery's 

grandmother in returns for Avery's parent's death. Avery gives all the evidence 

to the police station and finally, Parker is imprisoned. So, my assumption to 

prove the theme of the research is The Reflection of Curiosity and Revenge on 

Avery Greer Character in Megan Miranda's Novel The Last House Guest. 

The moral teaching of this research is that everyone must have curiosity in 

their lives. Their curiosity also has benefits related to psychological, emotional 

and health. Because when you have curiosity in your life, you can try to find 

answer to every question and you also get knowledge from people with your 

curiosity after we find out about these facts we turn to revenge. Revenge in this 

case reasonable because the victims feels hurt and loses the person she loves. 

With revenge, victims can restore the balance, fairness and dignity of those who 

are powerless. 

      According to this analyzes, further analysis has the potential to examine the 

novel The Last House Guest by using the method of telling and showing or it 

could be through other approaches or methods about dimension of curiosity and 

revenge in literary works. This research can also be used as a comparison to write 

better studies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


